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Located in a very strategic border area the Totes have . 

had .., c:.ry close connection in the past with the Bhutanese adrni-

nisti:::·:.ion which has been alluded to in earlier di~cussion. The 

village Totopara and the Totes themselves provided a link between 

Bhutan on the north and the villages of western Duars on the 

south. The village Totopara along with many other tracts of 

western Duars like Jalpesh, Mainaguri, Nathua, Arnbari-Falakata 

etc. ''-'·=re within the political jurisdiction of Bhutan for about 

80 yed~S till it was annexed by the Brjtish Government after the 

lndo·-Ehutan war in 1864-65. !3riefly speaking during this period 

of soc;:.al and political inter-linkage, the Totos were the Zapos 

or sl~,·~s of Bhutan under the supervision of the Ehutanese 
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Z.~E~~L~ and ~ i.e., the 13hutanese officials. Also they had 

t.o .rE·nder Hui-hwa (which mHans porterage service in lieu of 

remun,~ration in cash or kind in Toto language) even though they 

w€):r:-': hardly entitled to any remun.~ratio-n · Yrom the Bhutias because· 

of t.r11:!ir slave status. 

..-· What is important for our purpose here in this Chapter 

is tc, note that this long association with Bhutan has moulded the 

Tote'~ even in matters of their traditional organisation and 

admi.nistration. The traditional organisation is definitely under 

st:r(!~; s at present and is also undergoing fast changes parti cu

larly ~ecause of the introduction of Panchayat system and parlia~ 

men~:ary voting practices. But nonetheless they are not completely 

ex t~.nct and sometimes both the old and the new function s imul-
. . 

tElWously making adjustments and compromises between them. 

The Toto village organisation is a dual administrative 

sys::.,.:m having in a sense a parallel with the Bhutanese system 

prev.3.lent before the emergence of dynastic monarchy in 1907. But 

it WI)Uld be incorrect to carry the parallel to its extreme and 

assutne that there is no difference between the two as some scho-

lar; appear to uphold citirig either Roy Burman or Sanyal. Roy 

BuDn3n is undoubtedly the first to carry a serious enquiry of the 

Tct0s through field work; but it must be remembered that he 

wor:e;d under difficult circumstances and had to chart out a 

coLrse where there existed none. On the other hand Sanyal depen-

cit::·c! i.n a major way upon a few i ntell lgent respondents without 

vi.~;it.ing the site too often. 
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3. J. ltiE LATCHI-J AN30A z SUBBA AND GAPU 

At the top of the village organisation there is a general · 

council called ·Latchi -J angoa. According to the traditional social ..... 

custom of the Totos, an individual attaining adult-hood is auto

ruat.i·:€llly included as the member of the Latchi-Jangoa. In excep

tional cases the eldest son of a fam(ly may substitute his father 

evE!n though he is not 18 years old. This Latchi-Jangoa or the 

comm~nity council is the supreme d~cision making body of the Toto 

community headed by ·the Su bba or Kazi. The Latchi-J angoa may 

assu:JJE! two different characters - religious or secular - depen

ding on the agenda under their deliberation. 

The religious organisation of the Totos is headed by the 

.Subba or the spiritual head of the Toto community. He is also 

entrusted to the office of Kazi (Judge) of the vilJ.age. Thus he 

has two-fold duties, holding the office of the spiritual head and 

the post of judge. He is Used to perform and conduct the Cm-chu 

and ~~1iyu worships and all other worships and festivals under the 

comrr.uni ty level. He is assisted in these works by the Pows and 

Yor:~.~J.:~:ongs. He fixes the dates for these festivals and also the 

subscriptions to be paid by everyone in consultations with every-

one. He even offered his services and performed some particular 

worstips in the past in the houses of Bhutias in Dzen-chu and 

in H:e Doya villages of Bhutan from time to time. Even as late as 

in 1SB9 he performed the Choira worship in Doyagacin and in the 

house of a Bhutia in Dzen-chu to appease the enranged spirit. 
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hoy Burman had introduced the Subba as Pow and Head Priest of the 

Toto community. But from an intensive investigation it is revealed 

that there is no post of Head Priest among the lotos. Actually he 

is the Head of the decision making body on the religious affairs 

and co-brdinator of the religious functions. Though there are 

ex.i.stE:nce of some particular priestly,_ clans, but in the J:tast 

anybody among the Totes had the liberty to become a priest or 

even be selected as a Subba of the community dep~nding on the 

personality, attitude and aptitude of the candidate, not nece

ssarily on the basis of heredity. It is of course true that the 

priests are being selected for some time now from the priestly 

clars only. Such clans are required to observe some restrictions 

.::s reqards food and touchability. 

In the past the Totos never went to any judicial court 

or pclice station to settle their disputes. On the contrary they 

USE!d -:o lodge their complaints to the Kaji for settlement in 

their village council. The Kaji, in consultation with the village 

council consisting of the village elders, settled the disputes 

according to their socio-religious customs. He settled the dis

put•2S which are connected with the tradi t:ional socio-religious 

custcills including divorce, adultery etc. 

As a Subba, or the Spiritual administrator of the village, 

he w2.s entrusted to collect Dao-Khajna or Capitation Tax of the 

vill~ge during the B~utan regime and was also entrusted to dis

po:)c Jf all types of disputes among th~1 villagers with the help 
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of thE· Gapu - the secular executive head of the village - and 

the village council of elders~ 

As the supreme authority ~f the village, the Subba was 

· enti. tled to get one day's free-labour ·from each family of the 

Totos during the farming operation and construction of dwelling 
..... 

house, etc. The Subba had the privilege of having a nGa~.EUi 

who SE!rved as a messenger and also assisted him whenever called 

fo:r:, The family. of the nGang-pui vvas therefore exempted from 

rendering any further free-labour to the Subba. To some ext~nt 

the :.Jovernment has also accommodated these old practices "'Within 

tlw fold of a changed situation. The Subba, the Gapu and nGang

puis are exempted from rendering any free-labour which the common 

Totes are obliged to provide to the Forest D~partment for five to 

six days annually for clearing the jungles along the interna-

tiona! boundary lines. 

It is revealed that there are two types of priestly 

professionals a~ong the Totes, which needs some discussion. Next 

to t~e spiritual head there are several Pows who perform all the 

relisious functions under the supervision of the Subba. As a 

super~or priest the Pews are required to observe some restric

tions in matters of food. Only a Pow is entitled to perform the 

J'v't?A:~ .. :J?ai-powa (name giving ceremony) among them. l-Ie is also 

erd~l.t.led to perform Bad~-I:_awmei, a ceremony held in celebration 

of first butter eating and tying of the baby in one's back, 
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bE·~:.:Ld(~s different major worships including Sangai-lawmei (penance) 

offerings to the enraged spirits. At present there are only 3 

Pow~5 or senior priests among the Totos. They are : Budhba're --Toto 

of t hi~. ttaudhbei clan, Aai tasi ng: To'to of the Budubei clan, and 

Lashe Toto of the Dantrobei c~an. Of course there is no particu

l&r rule as to how many Pows can be t,.here. It only happens that 

at present there are three of them. 

TA~LE - 3 •. 1 

CATEGORY OF PERSONS DISCHARGIN3 PRIESTLY FUNCTIONS 
-··-.. ·-·---------·--------
Sl. Category Income Duties 

--·-·-··----------·-----·--------
1 • .::ubba 

· ( :)p iri tual 
i-~e ad) 

2 ~ i>ow 
( .3uperior 
F':riest) 

3. ':'ong-tong 
(Gammon 
f•:riest) · 

4. l.eti-Gehua 
{hitual 
~i:Lnger) 

5 .. Baidangi 
(Exorcist) 

.Share of 
offerings 
and lew 

- do -

- do -

nil 

Omchu, Mai yu, Sarde-Ko 
Sokong, Sangai-lawmei 
etc. worships; offi-
ciating in marriage 
and divorce, etc. 

Performing Modi-pai
. powa, Badi-lawmei, 
etc.; foretelling 
diseases etc. 

Perform different wor
ships under the direc
tion of Pow. 

Singing sacred songs 
during rituals. 

Share of Spirit ~orship and 
offerings exorcism 
and Iew 

Restrictions 

Cannot eat food 
added with salt 
by others, or 
prepared by 
women of other 
communi ties. 

- do -

- do -

nil 

nil 
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The Yang-tongs are the comnon priests or, as one might 

say, the second class priests of the Totes. They used to perform 

diffEl:rent worships under the direction of the Paws. Also they 

assi~.t the Paws and the Subba during the community worships. They 

also perform some family worships (Hui-kewa) often independent! y. 

Thr.~n· are altogether 7 Yong-tongs among the Totos at present. They 

ar<? : Baindre Toto of Budubei clan, Gaizro Toto and Chipte Toto 

botL :belonging to Baudhbei clan, A9itoa Toto of Mankobei clan, 

Dziding Toto of Mantrobei clan, Chengdongpa Toto of Nubebei clan 

and t~ndarsing Toto of Bongobei clan. 

The Leti-gehuas sing their songs during different religi

ous- functions, and choose their numbers according to the nature 

of the ritual. ·The Totes believe that the songs are revealed in 

dreams and none other the Leti-gehuas are authorised to receive 

·the clivine message as contained in a song. Each Leti-gehua has a 

sepcu~ate pattern of songs bearing different motifs. It so happens 

that they generally emerged from among the ranks of the priests. 

The Iotas are tradition~bound people and even now they 

suffor from different types of superstitions. As such they believe 

th;)i: the evils spirits are mainly liable for their diseases, and 

only by performing magical functions one can get rid of the 

disGases. The Baidangis or exorcists still now play an important 

roln among the Totes. The exorcists use to put Marua or Mim- be 

( Elm1sine ::oracana Gaertn) :l.n flat basket called Che~ing to ascer

tain the nature of the disease, the name of the deity or'?spirit 
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respJnsible for it, and also the particular Sangai-lawmei 

\Fe·,·~.:;nce) to be performed to appease the enraged deity or spirit. 

ThG t' also prescribe the ingredients required for offering the 

.;;)aJ--:•J 3i-lawmei including the sex arid colour of the particular 

clnLn:Jl or bird to be given in sacrifice. Besides a Baidang i also 

precnr es folk-medicines from the 1ocaJl y available herbs. 

TABLE - 3.2 

LIST OF BAIDANGIS OF TOTOPARA 
-···---------------------
.:il. ['lame of the 
i·;o. Toto Baidangi :lan Sl. ~-lame of the 

No. Nepali Jhankri ____ , _____ _ 
---~-----------

l.. L.ashe Toto Dantrobei l. Dilbahadur Tamang 
"> E:udhbair Toto Baudhbei 2. Krishnabahadur Dong ·"·" 
r, Jumsha Toto Budubei 

,., Jetha Dong -
,,) I· ...), 

'"1. Elaindre Toto Dantrobei 4. Purna bahadu r Dorj ee 

::>. i\lohanlal Toto Dantrobei 5. .Sing ere Mail a 
---...... .- ----·--

:ommuni ty 

Tamang 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

The name Baidangi is perhaps borrowed from the neighbour-

inq t~epali and- Raj bangs hi communi ties. The Nepal is of course use 

the vJord Jhankri also for such category of people. In Totopara at 

pn~sent there are five Baidangis/Jhankris each from among the 

Totos and the Nepal is (Table - 3. 2). Of them Mohanlal Toto is the 

only exorcist among the Toto who is reputed to treat cases of 

sn~ke'bite. The curative measures performed by the Toto Baidangis 

a~e iess costly than that of the Nepali Jhankris. The ordinary 

lo-:c~; possess great faith on the Nepali exorcists. Taking advan

tage of this, the Nepali Jhankris exoloit the Totos charging them 
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Rs. 100/....: toRs. 50~/- for performing their rites. ALl the Nepali 

Jhankris belong to the Tamang community. 

The Gapu is the second most important pE?rson after the 

Subba in the traditional Toto village set-up. He is responsible 

for supervision over the secular affairs of the village. Accom-

parlied by the village elders he settles the di sputi'?S related to 

land, collection of Capitation Tax, qurrels among villagers etc. 

After the annexation of the village by the British Government the 

Gapu was entrusted with the task of collection of Capitation Tax 

at the r·ate of Rs. 2/- per family. During the Bhut:'La neriod it was 

the Subba who was authorised to undertake this jc:::. 

The ~utba and the Gapu are selected frorr the Diririgchan-

gobei and Dankobei clans respectively. The posts were not heredi

tary in the beginning but has become so during the last four or 

five generations. Even though the Gapu became moH? important in 

the eyes of the administration, the office of Sutba or Kazi has 

continued to draw more attention from the Totos themselves. Imme-

diately after the death of Shirong Toto, the erstwhile Kazi of 
.. -.. 

the lotos, in January 1992 his adopted son Wangcheng Toto has been 

selected as the Kazi. As the major religious fu -ctions and co:-r:~nu-. 

nity level worship~are being conducted by the religious head, 

the post could not be kept vacant for a 1 ong ti !r c • For this reason 

Wangcheng Toto was selected by the Latchi-Jangoa in a special 

meeting conve.ned for the. purpose. 
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In contrast to this, when Gorkha ali as [line· s h Toto, the 

erstwhile Gapu died in February 1983 due to Cancer, the post 

remain vacant for a long time. It was only in !SSl that the Latchi-

Jangoa took up the matter and selected his son Sugrib Toto as the 

Gapu for their community. Even then, Sugrib has not yet succeeded 

in exerting his power because the people at larrjE have not accepted 

him wholeheartedly as their Gapu. With the abolition of the commu

nity property system, it appears, that the office of Gapu has lost 

much of its relevance because there is little secUlDr affair to 

be supervised over by the Gapu. 

One thing needs to be specially mention8d in t~is connec-

tion. No_male child has been born in the Diringchankobei clan 

during the past four generations. The adopted sen of the deceased 

3ubba or Kazi was allowed to succeed him when the occasion arose. 

~uch adopted sons were taken from the other clans of the Totos. 

As such the Diringchankobei clan affiliation of the Kazis is a 

:;ontroversial question even though 1'10 one among i:hr~ Totes have 

raised any eye-brow against it. This not only in~icates that adoo-

tion is taken se..;ri ous 1 y by the Totos but also th c t the trans f ol-

mation of the post of Ka zi into hereditary status :is a hig qu(=?s..,. 

tion mark. 
'•. 

As has been mentioned already the Subba held a superior 

position right from the days from the Bhutan rule. It does not 

mean however that the Gap:J had an insignificant :~:ole to p.ln.y. 

Located in a stral!::•gi.c position from where the h'•ql htlJs c:i · !'utaB .. , 
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begins their ascent the Totes were well suited to take up the work 

'· of relay porterage for the transaction of goods between Bhutan and 

Duars. Hoy Burman has described in great length how the 13 clans 

of the Totos were divided in two segments for this purpose. One 

section maintained a link between trade spots like :ooch Behar, 

Mainaguri etc. on the one hand and Totopara on the other, whereas 

the other section was responsible for carriage of goods between 

Totopara and the high hills. The latter group was supervised over 

by the Subba and his men while the former group was conducted by 

the Gapu. By virtue of his maintaining link with ":he hills ancJ 

also discharging religious duties the Subba apparEmtly carried more 

weight with the theocratic Bhutan. But after British annexation 

the commyni ty land of the Totos was recorded in thE?. name of Gapu 

in 1895. He was also giv~n the responsibility of collection of 

capitation tax as mentioned earlier. The Gapu th~s became the 

liaison man between the Toto communitV and the Government officials. 

The religious authority of the S~bba also must have been on the 

wane to some extent because of the severance of the relations with 

theocratic Bhutan. The author has himself seen ~3 religious scrip-

ture written in Bhutanese characters lying wrapped up in the house 
·"' 

of the Kazi. This was handed over long back by the Bhutanese Lamas 

who occasionally used to make a visit to Totopara to disseminate 

"· the lights of Drukpa Buddhism to the ignorant Toto tribals. Need-

less to say that the book carries hardly any wei<jht these days 

and remains only as a relic of the past. But, bt! whatever :i. t may, 

after the community land was parcelled out and ~e:cor..ded in the 
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name of individual families and also the introduction of statu-

tory Panchayat System the jurisdiction of the Gapu has been 

curtailed. And, therefore, the Subba once again comes into rela-

tive prominence by virtue of his discharging of traditional reli-

gious functions. The post of Gapu has practically ceased to exist 

after the death of Dinesh Toto whom Roy Burman had met in the 

early fifties as a promising young man of unusual wits and humours 

and of whom he has spoken so eloquently in his dissertation. 

During the past two decades the Statuto::.y Gram Panchayat 

has become the most powerful organisation in connE~c:tion with the 

economic activities of the village Totopara. Thus the centre of 

power has shifted in favour of the Panchayat office tearers. Along 

with thii the political parties are also trying desperately to 

make an inroad and create a power base for them. Side by side a 

non-political organisation named .'Toto Kalyan Samity' has been 

formed by some of the Toto youths. The organisation has begun 

mo.bilizing effectively the people for cultural and developmental 
,. 

works that will be discussed in greater detail when we take up the 

contemporary scenario in a subsequent chapter . 
..... 

3. 2 11-IE CLAN STHUCTURE 

A clan has been defined in the Notes and i)ueries 'as a 

group of persons of both sexes, membership of wtich is.determin~d 

by unilineal descents, actual or putativ~ with irso facto obliga- 1 

tions of an exclusive kind 1 (89). Among the Tot•:!:. however sometimes 



the clans may also be mono-lineal in nature, having a common 

Chaisung or presiding ancestral deity. The clan deity is required 

to be propitiated at least once a year by the cl2n members accor

ding to their traditional custom. 

From the papers prepared by previous schola.rs and. from 

field investigation by the author it is reve~led that there are 

13 clans among the Totos. But in their paper, :h<tkraborti and 

Chottopadhyay ·have mentioned about the existence of 14 clans among 

the Totos. It is found from investigation that Uw Di kb_ei which 

was mentioned as a clan by Chakratorti and Chottopadhyay is not 

a clan but a sub-clan of the Baudhbei clan. Therr? are some similar 

sub-clans_ like Yaw-yawbei, Momebei, etc. The Dan·crobei clan has 

altogether 4 sub-clans, namely : Poi tung-doo, Gapu-gardo, Karang

she, and Kontos he. 

During his investigation Eoy Burman had. -':'cund no male 

family head belonging to Pisochangobei clan. He ·~cund one male 

(single) married Pisochangobei youth living with his wife in a 

Linkaijibei fami-ly. As such he mentioned nil agai.nst the number 

of Pisochangobe:i: ... clan members though he fai thfuJ 1 y recorded the 

name of <l.~l th_e 13 clans. 

It is also important to note that, despite ~teady growth 

of the Toto population as a whole, 2 clans are o~ the verge of 

extinction. These are 1. Manchingbei and 2. Piso:hangobei. The 

population of t•oth the clans have declined to onE· f ami 1 y ~~a ch. 



TABLE - 3.3 

Nt.JMBER OF TOTO FAlviiL IES ACCORDING TO CLAN 19~)7 TO 199L. 

-----
S1. Name of Clan Roy ::hakra- Dhali Field Survey 
f\io . Burman borti 8. ( 1979) by the author 

(1957) :hot to- --
padhyay ( 1988) (1991) 
( 1964) 

1 .., 3 4· 5 6 7 /. 

1. Dankobei 13 17 26 27 31 
') 
«. •• Dantrobei 10 11 25 40 4'' ..) 

3. Badubei (Budubei) 8 8 7 14 16 

4. Baudhbei ( Oikbei) 12 13 17 20 23 

5. Bongobei 9 8 10 17. 17 

6. ~'urenchangobei 5 8 8 13 15 
7. Linkaijibei 5 5 5 5 7 
8. Nubebei· 4 4 9 0 8 " 
9. Diringchangobei 1 l 2 ? 2 

10. lv'1ankobei 4 5 7 6 9 

11. Niantrobei 3 3 4 7 7 
12. /v'!anchingbe i 1 1 2 1 1 

13. Pisochangobei nil 1 1 1 1 

... -.. ··----· 
TOTAL 75 85 123 160 180 

---· -------

There are only 2. members belonging to Pisochangobei clan living 
....... 

in Totopara. They are Nedu Toto ( 22) and his sis tE?r N.uina Toto 

(25). Kendra, another member of this family has left for Bhutan 

in 1970 and has not~returned since then. On the other hand, there 

are only 3 per~ons belonging to Manchingbei clan living i~ Toto-

para. They-are Birman, his brother :harushe and his wife Sarita. 
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It is interesting to note that there is 2 great similarity 

between the number of Toto clans and that of the Limbu tribes. The 

Limbus are also divided into 13 clans. In iood hc=bit also they 

share similarities because they have a taste for roasted meat 

directly which they call Toto fon~. Both the tribes are also 

reputed· to relish all types of meat except that of snakes, dog 

and· cat. Further, both the tribes have taboo on playing their 

musical instruments, except during the worship or any religious 

festival. 

Roy Burman has mentioned that the Toto c~_nns have been 

derived from the name of the places of their ear~ier migration. He 

surmises that the different clans must have been Jiving scattered-
-ly before their .settlement at Totopara. But the 'p~~E:sent author 

found that the elderly people among them were no~ inclined to 

accept this version. Of course it is always poss:Lble that the 

elders may not be aware of what happened in the past. But there 

are·some other reasons also as to why the conjecture made by Roy 

Burman soun-ds "implausible. 

(1) An ethnie group generally migrates from one place to 
another for whatever reason it may be to·~ether with an 
identity of their own. The Bhutias made tht::m slaves and 
settled the~ at the present site. But it would be a little 
too far-fetched to assume that the small tribe of Totos 
is only an administrative construct of i~nEi Bhutias. It Ls 

possible that the Bhutias regrouped them according to 
their needs. It is also possible that there was some 

.. i; 
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accretion to the community through admixture with others. 
But there must have been an ur Toto identity around which 
the subsequent developments had taken place. 

(ii) The language in which the Totes .communicate among them
selves does not appear to have wid~ variations across the 

different clans. 

(iii) The people of different clans of a small :ommunity 

generally does not live scatteredly .in different places 
for the sake of their safety. 

(iv) It is possible that!they had to shift their settlements 
several .times during their nomadic life and after they 
became converted into slaves. If the name of the clan is 
derived from the place name of their previous settlement 
then repeated changes in names is what is expected. 

It may therefore be concluded that the nam•:? of the clan 

is not derived from the places of their previous settlements or 

from their totems. Rather, the clan names may have been largely 

derived from the n~me of their ancestors in. the past. These clans 

may be categorised into two broad groups accordin~J to the nat~re 

of their formation. There are some clans which ar~ comprised of 

the families originating from the same ancestor. These clans may 

be callea··mo-no:...ancestral clans where a common ancestral presiding 

deity or Chaisung i~ propitiated. ·Among the Totes the Dankobei, 

:Nubebei, Nurenchangobei, Bongobei etc. belong to this group. 

There is another type of clans among the Totes which are 

comprised of lineages originating from different ancestors. These 
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multi-lineal clans are generally knitted togethe~ with an obli-

gatory worship of a common Chaisung. In most of !>Uch occasions 

the Chaisung of a dominant clan is selected as thr.: Chaisung or 

the common ancestral deity of all. 

TABLE - 3.4 

PROPORTION OF FAMILIES IN DIFFERENT CLANS 1957 AND 1991 

Sl. Name of Clan Roy Burman Survey by the 
No. (1957) .~.ut.hor ( 1991) 

1. Dankobei 17.3 17.2 
2. Dantrobei 13.3 23.8 

3. Badubei 10.6 8.8 
4. Baudhbei 16.0 12.7 

. 5. Boogobei 12.0 9.~ 

6. r-...'urenchangobei 6.6 8.3 

7. Linkaiji bei 6.6 3.8 

8. Nubebei 5.3 4.4 

9. Di:I'~_l}g ~hang o bei 1.3 1.1 
10. Mankobei 5.3 5.0 
11. Mantrobei 4.0 3.8 

12. Manchingbei ' 1.3 0.5 
13. Pisochangobei o.o 0.5 

TOTAL ~"'" 100.0 100.0 

It will be observed from Table - 3.3 that the population· 
.... 

of some of the clans is very small. Such single or lonesome , .. 

persons may be forc~d to amalgamate with others to retain their 

physical existence. If this process continues for some time then 

amalgamation of clans would be a natural outcomt=. It wilJ also be 
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observed from Table - 3.3 that even though th.ere exists 13 clans 

in all, numerically speaking, only 6 or 7 among them are signifi

cant. In 1957 Dankobei, Baudhbei and Dantrobei were the three 

most numerous clans in that order. By 1991 the order has chang~d 

into Dantrobei, Dankobei and Baudhbei. Which clan forms what pro

portion of the total number of families can be s~en from Table-3.4. 

If a comparison is made between 1957 and 1991 figures 

then the different clans can be categorised into thr~e groups 

(i) Clans registering ati increase 
bei; 

Dantrobei and ~urenchango-

(ii) Clans registering a decline in their relative importance 
Badu bei; Baudhbei, Bongobei, Linkaij ibei , Nube bei and -Manchingbei; and 

(iii) Clans registering neither increase nor d·=crease 

Dankobei, Diringchangobei, Mankobei, Mantrobei, 

Pisochangobei. 

There is a very significant increase in the number of 

families belonging to be Dantrobei clan - an increase of over 

400%. Nurenchangobei has registered an increase of 300%. As to 
... ~ 

what causes this type of differential performance in the growth 

rates of different clans within the same tribe rnay be a subject 

for more intensive investigation in future. 

3.3 CLANS AND PROPER1Y RIGHTS 

It has already been mentioned that the ~hole geographical 
,., 
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area of Totopara was recorded as the community prope~ty of the 

Totes in the name of Gapu after the annexation of the village by 

the British Government. At that time the village was completely 

mono-ethnic in nature. As such, this system may be called as 

community property system established by the com11unity on the 

whole landed property. The community property ri;~ht was as follows: 

(i) No individual had any exclusive right on the land of 
Totopara; 

(ii) No outsider had the right to construct any house or live 

permanently on the soil of Totopara; 

(iii) The rivers, streamlets, water holes and the forest areas 
of the village were treated as the community property of 

the whole tribe; 

(iv) The right of collection of common crops like pipul, ~oap 

nuts, roots and tubers and other leafy vegetables, fuels 

and fodders and aquatic products were treated as the 

common to all and any member was allowed to collect the 
products without any intervention; 

(v) Trees demarcated by any person or planted by him were 
treated as the personal property but not the land; 

" ... 
(vi) The Demsha or the house of community wo:rship situated on 

the Badu (Buduri) hills is the common property of the 
Totb tribe. Hence, its construction, protection and main-

. .... 
tenance are the responsibility of the whole community, 
under the supervision of their Spiritual head (Subba); 

(vii) The shrines of the different clan-deities (:haisungs) are 
located in different clan areas, but these spots are· 
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treated as the common property of all, ~nd member Of any 

clan has the right of offering worship on thE~ spot; and 

(viii) Different clans came to occupy different areas of Toto

para either by mutual consent or convention for purposes 
of residence and cultivation. 

The whole area was divided into several sectors both for 

homestead and jhooming for the use of different clans. This system 

was introduced perhaps to avett any dispute among the clans, with 

loosely bound regulations. Hoy Burman has mentioned the sectors 

a~ given in Table - 3.5. 

Sl. 
No. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

TABLE - 3.5 

AREA UNDER THE OCCUPATI0!'1 OF DIFFERE"IT ,...lA1\I-' I' • v ' I .) ' l95 7 

Name of the area 

Amring 

:;hauliban 
Arumphia 

Kumbhi 8. Laibu 

Tadiflg &. -=:handuba 

....... 

3adauri 
Pidi 
.::5ayra 
.::Jading 

... 

Dukun Laksha 
Udingti 

Name of :1ans using the araa 

---------------------
Dantrobei, Dankobei, !\\.lbebei. 
Dantrobei, Dankobei, Nut.ebej_, JV,anchingbei. 

Dantrobei, Dankobei, Manchingbei. 

Dantrobei. 
Linkaijibei, Nubebei, Mankobei, 
Manchingbei . 

3audhbei, Badubei. 
Baudhbei, Badubei. 

------------------------------·---------------
Source :Roy Burman, B.K., Grief ..3tatement on the Socio

Economic Si tuationinTotopari'l -ailci]:i"e]?.Siiec·E:t ve _and 
Programme of Activities in Totopara _ _:~~;l fare ::;·t:m~E_t;_, 

1955-57 fr;imeograph), p. 13. 
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It is found that the village was segmented into several 

sectors or areas, and the segments were identified according to 

certain Toto names ~xcepting the :hauliban. It is actually a 

Nepali word Chauli = Firewood + !Jan = forest. 8ut each of the 

areas were not absolutely demarcated for the use of any particu

lar clan. It is found that except one or two are.3s ( 1 ike Kumbi & 

Laibu) all other segments were used by more than one clan. Obvi-

ously'the demarcation was sufficiently loose for the clans to 

follow. 

It should also be observed from Table 3.~, as obtained 

from Roy Burman that Bongobei, Nurenchangobei, Diringchang0bei, 

Mantrobei~ and Pisochangobei clans had no areas ~armarked for 

them for their exclusive use. Under the circumst~nces one feels 

curious to know as to how they made out their lin:lihood, and 

also why they were left out in the account of land distribution 

furnished by the Toto informants. It is also found from the Table 

that four areas namely Badauri, Pidi, Dukun Laksha and :Jdingti 

etc. have not been marked against any clan. As such it may be 

assumed that these areas were not used by any clan permanently. 
_4 

But practically the picture was to some extent different. From 

the previous records and from the version of the loto and non-
'•. 

'foto respondents it appears that at least two ou-~ of four were 

considered as areas for the common use of the whole community. 

These two areas are Dukun Lak.sha and Udingtj_. Th1~ other two areas, 
1 

Pidi and Badauri (Buduri) are the most important areas of the 
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"Jotop<.,ra vill.age. Badauri (Lucluri) is famous for i.he· location of 

Toto religious house called Demsha because of which the place is 

now known as Pujagaon. On the other hand Pidi or Pudui is one of 

TABLE - 3.6 

Pf,E.S8\JT AND PAST DEMARCATION AND CLAN-WISE DIS'f11I3UTION 

AND USE OF DIFFERENT LOCALITieS IN TOTOPARA 

---~------- ---------------·-·····----
..:)1. ·:urrent Toto name of Purpose Toto clans and other 
ho. Nomenclature the locality of use residents of the area ---- -------------------
1 2 3 4 5 
---·-------------------

1. Panchayatgaon 1. Parmiding :,H 

2. Mondalgaon 

3. Subbagaon 

2. Amring 

3. Arumphia 

4.· Kumbee 
5. Gaitring 

6. Pudui 

7. ·.:handuba 

8. Laybu 

C,H 

·::;,H 

C,H 

H 

;~,H 

4. Niitrang-gaon_
4 

9. Yaw-yaw C,H 

~. Pujagaon 10. Buduri H 

11. Sayra C,H 

6. Durnchigaon 1~. Yaw-yaw C,H 

13. Dukunlukka : 

--·----·-----

----··--·-----
Dankobei, Dantrobei, 

!·~1Jbebei, Nepali 
Dantrobei. Dankohei, 
Nubebei. 
Dantrobet, Dankobei, 
ManchingbE~i ~ Nel2~} i. 
Dantrobei", 1·~e2al.i. 

Dantrobei, Dankobei, 
Nubebei. 

Linkaijibei, Diringchanko
bei, Nure0changobei, 
Nepali, B~.t~,~r~. 

Mantrobei, Mankobei, 
Nepali, B~.0_~~~i, etc. 

Dantrobei, ~~bebei. 

Dantrob~i, Bongobei. 

Budubei, ~ehari, Nepali. 

Budubei. 
Baudhbei. 

Baudhbei, ~epali. 

(contd.) 
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--·--·------~-·----

1 2 3 4 _, 

------ -------·--· 
Localities situated outside the 
above demarcation. --------------------------------

14. Tading 

15. ~houliban DF 

16. Uiding-tee C 

17. Nokidong 
(Poargaon) 

Originally common use-for 
all; at present occupied 
by Nepal~-~-

Originally for common use; 
at present washed away by 
H. Houri. 

Originally for common use; 
at present occupied by 
Nepa1is a~d only two Totos 

At present under the 
occupation of I'-lepal-is 
mainly anj a few Iotas. 

C = ::ul t i v ation, H = Homestead, DF = Degraded Fares t. 

The name of communities other than Toto ~s underlined to 
focus attention on their influx into practically all the 
parts of Totopara. 

----------------------·----·---

the oldest settlements of the Toto tribe. The Buduri area is 

inhabited by the Budubei clan members. The Pudui is adjacent to 

the present Totopara bazar. It is the major homestead area in the 

village (including Subbagaon) for atleast three clans. At present 

the whole area including Pudui is called Subbagaon. 

The preseni'author has recorded more than 17 segments in 

the village (Table - 3.6 and also Map No. 4). E~cep~ a few places, 

all the segments are used by the Totos either as hom&steads or 

for farming purposes. The remaining areas like lading, Uldinq-tee, 
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Cahuliban, Dukun-Lukka and Nokidong etc. areas wen? left for 

common use of the whole community. These places an" reserved as 

the common property of all the clans for gatherinq fuel, fodders 

and other forest products. Of course during the pa~.;t few decades 

there has been much encroachment upon these lands by the immigrant 

Nepalis. The Nepalis have also settled in areas which were once 

upon a time partly or totally utilised by the Totos only. From 

sometime back the whole village has been demarcat·~d by the local 

authorities into six segments named after their convenience and 

also the latest fashion as will be shown in Table - 3.6. The clan-

wise concentration of the Totes in these six segments has been 

summed up in Table- 3.7 for an easier comprehension of the 

situation. 

.::il. 
No. 

1. 

2. 

:3. 

4. 

:5. 

6. 

TABLE - 3. 7 

AREA UNDER THE OCCdPATION OF DIFFERENT CLANS 1991 

Name of the area 

Pancha yatgaon-

N.ondalgaon 

Subbagaon ..... 

N1i trang-gaon 

Pujagaon 

Dumchigaon 

" 

Name of Clans using the area 

Dankobei, Dantrobei, ~1bebei, 
Manchingbei. 
Dantrobei, Dankobei, Nubebei. 

Linkaijibei, Diringchankobei, 
Nurenchangobei, Mantrobei, Mankobei, 
Dantrobei, Nubebei. 

Dantrobei, Bongobei. 

nudubei. 

BaudhJ:,ei. 

From Table - 3.7 it will be noticed that all the clans 
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except Pisochangobei are accounted for in the·land distribution 

pattern. We have already found that Pisochangobei is an extinct 

clan for all practical purposes, and therefore its ommision is 

easily understandable. It is also pertinent to rr<~ke mention· of 

the fact that the Nepalis are found in all these segments except-

ing Mitrang-gaon. The Beharis are found in Subbaqaon only because 

they stay there for business purposes. 

It would be of some interest to have a look into the 

change that has been brought in the name of the :ocalities in 

Totopara. In as much as there is a Subbagaon and a Iv\ondalgaon 

named after the ::iubba/Kazi and Gapu/Mondal respectively, similarly 

a new locality has come up named Panchayatgaon where th0. statutory 

Gram Panchayat office is located. Mitrang-gaon is named after an 

influential Toto - Mitrang Toto. Pujagaon is the place where the 

centre of worship of the Totos named Demsha is !Cleated. 

How this new divisions of Totopara along with their new 

names have been accomodated within the fold of trw traditi.onal 

social organisation of the Totos can be seen from the following. 

illustration. IQ.. the past there were only two nGc.n.;J-pui deployed 

by the Latchi-Jangoa to carry on the orders of the Subba and Gapu 

respective.ly. As has been mentioned already the r(:iang-puis were 

selected to work as messengers and assist the Sutba and the Gapu 

in the execution of their functions. In the recent past Harke 

Toto was the nGang-pui for the Subba, and Mongaldas Toto worked 

in the same capacity for the Gapu. 
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But in the recent past changes have been made in the 

composition of the nGang-puis in view of the grcHJth of Toto popu

lation on the one hand and the changed administrative divisions 

of Totopara on the other. The number of nGang-puis has been 

increased to six to cater to the needs of the six different loca-

lities (Table- 3.8). There is practically no clan restriction in 

selecting a nGang-pui. Any efficient person suitable for this 
'· 

office can be selected from any clan and also any segment of the 

village. But it is interesting to observe that this new innova

tion and adjustment have been made at such a period when the impor

tance of the office of Subba or Gapu is on the decline because much 

of their power or functions are gradually being usurped by the 

newly emerged institution of Panchayats. - . 

TABLE - 3.8 

Tl-IE nGA!'-K3-PU IS OF TO TOP AHA, 1991 
-
~1. Name of the -:lan Name of the locality 
No. nGang-pui' 

1. Goba Toto Baudhbei Mandolgaon 

2. Jumsha Toto Budubei Pujagaon-
3. Barchan To.to Baudhbei Dumch:lgaon 
4. Harke Toto Damkobei Subb3(~aon 

5. Simbole Toto Bongobei Panchayatgaon 
6. Mongaldas Toto 

"' 
Dankobei Mitrang-gaon 

Source : Field work by the author. 

Before the land of Totopara was recorded and distributed 

in the name of i nd t vidual Totes the whole geograph:i. c:aJ are a was 
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treated as the communal property of everyone •. P.s such legally 

there was no question of establishing the right of any clan, 

family or an individual. However, as has been see•n from acove 

discussion the different areas of Totopara was loosely demarcated 

for the utilisation of different clans who enj oyE?cl certain rights 

over them. In the past the clan members generally possessed the 

rights of -

(i) :ontrol, distribution, demarcation and utilisation"of 
the particular areas; 

(ii) Each clan had a separate graveyard which every clan member 

had the right to use in case of death of a family member. 

(jii) Each clan had their own clan house near the Demsha for 
fhe construction and maintenance of which all clan members 
were responsible. 

(iv) The trees and the groves (orange, Jack-fruit, Bamboo e~c.) 
planted by a particular family was treat?c as the property 

of that particular family, but the land ·rvas treated as the 
property of the clan, or resumed as the ~o~nunity property. 

(v) No clan had the right to sell or distribJte the clan 

properties to anyone or settle any non-Tote in their 
midst ...... 

After the introduction of the individual land holding 

system in 1969 the ~!an-property rights have practically come to 

an end. 

There were separate graveyards among the lotos for burying 1 

the dead b,odi es of different c 1 us ter of clans in different part of 
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the village. In old days, they used to bury the ch~adbodies along 

with personal belongings including coins, orname11ts and arms etc. 
I 

This is also a reason why outsiders were not allowed to stay in 

~\the village or particularly to step into the gra·;~yards. But after 

the encroachment made by the outsiders into Totopara, these grave-

yards have attracted the attention so much so tha·t thefts of 

valuables from the graves have become a common occurence. The 
'· 

thieves regularly pick up the metal utensils, coins and ornaments 

which were lying buried along with the deadbody. 

However the Totos have not yet given up their traditionaJ 

practice. During the burial of Dinesh Toto the erstwhile Gapu of 

the vill~ge, all his belongings including wrist-~atch and transis

tors were placed in the grave. The same thing has taken place · 

after the death of Shirong Toto, the erstwhile Subba of the lotos. 

aecause of his long association with Totopara from the early 70s 

the author had very intimate relation with both the deceased, an~ 

had the privilege pf attending the funeral cererrnney of Shirong 

1·oto. Wang-cheng Toto, the adopted son of Shirong, expressed his 

displeasure during the funeral because the author failed to present 
....... 

any money or other valuables to be plac~d in Shirong's grave. 

Unfortunately the author was·not aware of this custom till then. 

The Totos believe that each of the dead person has to show his 

account of treasure to their ancestors after thEd.r arr-ival :i.n the 

world of dead, and this explains the origin and continuance of 

the custom. 
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Even now the Totes are very reluctant in ~llowing any 

non-Toto at the site of the grave while the burying is taking 

place. This is done to keep the exact place of burial a-s secret 

as possible. But the restrictions on using the cla~ graveyards 

have been slackened for want of sufficient land. It may be men-

tioned here that the site of the present Tribal Welfare Bungalow 

was one of the graveyards of the Toto community :i.r:. the past. tt 

was abandond only after the construction of the ·3ungalow there. 

In the old days the Totos had their sepcrate clan houses 

near the Demsha on the Badu (Buduri) hills for the· use of differ-

ent clan-clusters. Later on the clan houses were built for tempo-

rary use during the performance of the Omchu and lv\ai yu f es ti v2ls 

only. This system continued till the 50s of this century after 

Which it was abandoned due to want of raw materials for house 

construction especially after the devastating flood Gf 1954 when 

the natural grass lands growing on the bed of river Torsha was 

badly eroded. Since then instead of building separate clan houses 

around the Demsha they began using the Demsha itself for both 

worship and congregation. In its exterior look t~e Demsha ts noth-
.•1 

ing but a bigger model of their traditional Na-lr~~.::-..:Sh_~. (dwelling 

house) • 

The Demsha was used in the past not only for their annual 

worship but also as an assembly and court house for the disposaJ 

of l.ntra-communi ty 1 i tigations. Two sacred drum~; ( Bakung) are 
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preserved there for being used during the performance of worship 

and also for calling the people to assemble or rclise an a.larm 

when necessary. The beating of these drums on occasions other than 

above or for fun is strictly prohibited. 

In recent years the traditional Demsha of the Totos has 

been replaced by a brick built house with tin roofing signaling 

a major departure from the past when it was customary to use only 

the locally available material and craftsmanship for the construc

tion of the Demsha. 

3.4 CLANS AND RITUAL OBSERVAN:ES 

The Totos are very much traditional in th(~ i r rel ig i. ous 

observances. Various kinds of Champoi (worship) .md Sangai-lawmai 

(penance) take place throughout the year. The worships can be 

categorised depending on the level of participat·i.on at the family, 

clan or community. To illustrate, Tsa-gDang-pa is the deity of 

the house or the family, the Chimadora is the ancestral deity of 

the lineage, Chaisung is the ancestral deity of the clan a~d Itspa 

is the .Supreme GOd of the whole Toto community. Each clan or a 

cluster of clans has a separate Chaisung which are worshipped by 

the clan members unitedly or individually under 9uidance of an 
'• 

elderly clan member with the help of a priest by offering parti

cular ingredients and sacrifice of animals accoDjing to their 

tradition. 
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Besides Chaisung the Totos have separate totems for each 

of their clans. They assume a certain correspondence between the 

two. The Chaisungs are represented by different plants and other 

natural objects located i(l a particular spot within the territo

ries of the clans. and are demarcated as the clan--emblerns or 

shrines. Sometimes the totems are represented by a particular 

species of animal. Since each of the members of a Toto clan have 

great sentimental attachment towards the Chaisung they are knitted 

together in a single centripetal forum. 

Like the other primitive ethnic groups o~ the world the 

totems of the Totos have two aspects -social and religious. 

However the social aspects play a more dominent role than the 

religious aspects. The totemic symbols are rather related to their 

livelihood and to the day to day functioning of the Toto tribe. 

There is no restriction against eating or killing the totemic 

symbols amongst the Totes. But they are tabooed to perform some 

works in the name of their totems. As has been rrllm.tioned already 

there may be a clan shrine located within the cl.3r. terri tory within 

which the Chaisung is represented by one object or another. But 
....... 

the Totos have no shrine or any particular spot -for their totems 

as the existence_of the totems is more at the psychological rather 

than physical plane~ The distribution of the clan shrines, Ghai-

sungs and the totems for each of the clans is shrY.vn in Table - 3.9. 

Om-chu (Oung-chhu) and Maiyu are the major annual religj_ou~ 

festivals of the Toto people. They believe that ·the welfare of the 
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TABLE - 3.9 

NAME OF THE CHAISUl\G, SHRINES ALOl\'G WITH LOCATIONS AND TOTEJ\UC SYMBOLS 
FOR 11-!E VARICUS TOTO CLANS 

~arne of the Clan r<ame of the 
Chaisung 

Location of the Shrine 
and description 

Birds/Animals 
to be given 

Totemic 
Symbol 

in worship --------
l 2 

1. L.ankobei 
' 

2. .::.antrcbei 

3. .::aducei 

., 
3 

..::hen' 
~lLama Larang/ 
:.:asarang) 

Bas'rong 

Ngedoo-pa 

4 

A ~tone near the house 
of Kaibura (Kaibura); 
Remnant of a mango tree 
near Diptee stream in 
the vicinity of Hairum's 
house. 

A Ston~ near the house 
of Ramesh Toto; 
hemnant of a mango tree 
in front cf Banipa's 
house. 

A Stone at Badu hills 
( PuJ· aoaon \ · · 

C) J ' 
A .Stc r ~e under Par ali 
tree by the side of 
tJitingtee. 

·-------------- --·-·--- --------~- ---------· 

5 6 

One red hen F.ed horse 

One pig Elephant 

One pig Tiger 

(contd.) 

f-' 
() 
f-' 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

"' 3 4 5 6 L 

- --
Diringchangobei Basudang A Stone (as for One Hen 8. Elephant 

Nurenchangobe i) . One :ock 

Mankobei Lei~choung A Stone behind the One Pig Red Dog/ 
house of Ha"}i Mudi. F.ed Buffalo 

~ 

A piece of cloth tied !Vlantrobei Darong One Pig White Goat 
(i.e'. Sun) like flag to a bamboo 

·in the Chima. 

Atlanchingbei Lanteng-jee A Stone in front of the Cne Pig Monkey 
(Bingdinepa) house of late Shir·ong 

Kazi ( .Subbp) . 

Pisochangobei Sarka Chima of the house Cne Hen R.ed Horse. 

i'~ote : Apart from the bird/ animal to be given in worship of the ·:haisu n.g 
(:olumn-5), sun-dried as also cooked rice, butter, ginger etc. are offered 
on a plaintain leaf. Also inc~nse of Titepate is burnt· and enough of Iew is 
offered on the occasion by all the clans. ---

Source:Field work by the author. 

f---
0 
w 
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community throughout the year depends on the ·success of th.~s e 

two festivals. In fact, the whole community come·s close to each 

other on the occasion of these two festivals. They exchange food 

and drinks to their relatives in this occasion and also present 

new garments to their beloved one. The main religious function of 

these festivals is that each of the clans have tl) nrooitiate the 
' l . 

highest God, Itspa, by offering necessary items JY rotation 

during the festival days with the help of the Su~ba and his-

deputies. Besides every clan has to participate in the community 

worship to the Itspa and pray for the welfare of the whole 

community. 

As mentioned earlier the Totos have two age old drums 

( Bak'}_I}g_) which are preserved within the Demsha tc be used only 

during the religious occasions or in case of eme~gency. One of 

these drums is consid~red as male and another female by the Totes. 

Some of the early scholars have described the drums as rl.ahal<~~J.:. 

and Mahakali. They have also described the Badoo ~8uduri) hills 

as Kaleswar or Pujabarh. The author does not agr::-•.=: with these 

versions which must have been obtained from ~ep~L1 informants who 

have substituted their own ct;l tural idiom while understanding 

these phenomena. Previously these drums were kep·t in the clan 

house of the Baudhbei and Badubei clans who were entrusted to 

take ca~~ _o_f the Bak.ungs. Their preservation of ·:he drums gave 

the Baudhbei and the Badubei clans a superior status over others. 

But since the abolition of the separdte clan house system the 

drums are being kept in the Demsha itself where the aforesaid 
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clan members take due care of them. As a matter o~ fact, the 

drums are very common and identical to that of the drums useci by 

the Ntech (3odo) and the Rabhas of sub-Himalayan Bengal and Assa~. 

The author was told by the elderly respondents that the drums 

were presented to their ancestors by the Rabhas. 

No religious function is observed by the Totes during the 

marriage ceremony except worship of Itspa which is done by sacri

ficing a cow and offering its heart along with some other portion 

of the body for seeking his permission. During thi..s function a 

member from Badubei clan must hold the front legs of the cow that 

are being offered to the God. 

During the construction of a coffin after the· death of a 

person one man belonging to the Baudhbei clan mus·t touch the plank 

of the bamboo spiits prepared for the grave and 3lso carry fire 

from the house of the deceased person to the graveyard. 

Among the Totes persons belonging to the Dir.i.ngchangobei, 

Badubei, Baudhbei, Bongobei. and Nubebei clans are usually selecteci 

for the post of a Priest. For this reason they have to observe 

some restrictions as regards food. 

There are reasons to believe that the ~haisung or the tote

mic symbols of various clans might have undergone some changes 

over time in course of migration of the people to their present 

site. Otherwise one cannot explain the freequent mention of 
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~lephant as the totem for many clans. It may be rememhered that 

elephant is commonly found in the Duars only and not up in the 

hills. It is also possible that the association with the Shuta-

nese have affected the religious emblems to some extent. The 

Dankobei clan has adopted Ghen' as their :::;haisung. B.K. Roy 

Burman has mentioned the Chaisung of the Dankobe:i clan ?S Lama 

_!.apa12_9_ and also as Basara'29:_• The chen' is worshi~:;ed 'cy the Drukpas 

of Buxaduar and other places. Among them the mot ..... ers dedicate 

their baby in the name of :hen' if they suffer ftom the disabi-

lities of repeated still-bi~th or high rate of child mortality. 

J:he village priest is known among them also as Pc..ws and ~:Jed :hen' 

is represented in the form of a crest of a hill made of boiled 

or sun-dr-ied rice. The Dankobei clan members propitiate their 

..::;haisung - ::hen' for the benefit of their clan mE!mbers in a 

similar fashion. 

It may further be seen that the Mantrobei clan me:nbers .·. 

worship their Chais·ung, Darang, which means Sun o!' Sun-God by 

hoisting a flag. Hoisting a flag in the premises of a shrine is 

a religious custom of the Buddhist Bhutias which they do to keep 
..• 4 

away the evil spirits. Such Chaisung may therefore have been 

adopted from the Bhutanese tradition in the past. 

3.5 CLANS AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

It has b~en mentioned already that the Suh~a and the Gapu 

among the T0tos belong to Diringchangobei and Dankobei clans 
I 

., 
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respectively. Nothing is known for certain as to when this custom 

came into existence. The Dankobei is undoubtedly one of the com- . 

paratively more numerous clans but Diringchangob1~i from which the 

Subba is appointed had only one family till late 60s. Even from 

the latest survey made by the author it is found that this clan 

consists of only two families at present. The numerical importance 

of the clans has therefore little to do with their assumption of 

administrative power. 

The question of hierarchy among the different clans of 

the Totes is a matter of controversy. Some of the early scholars 

(like Roy Burman and Sanyal) have mentioned about the existence 

of a loose type of clan-wise moieties or ceremonial divisions 

among the Totes. The form of these moieties can be classified as 

follows : 

(i) Moieties on the basis of 'h.eligious group' and 'non

religious group', or on the basis of com~ensality with 
Bhutias, D?yas and Lepchas; 

(ii) Moieties.on the basis of taboo with respect to monkey 
and squirrel; and 

.... 

(iii) Clans grouped on the basis of I-Iui-hwa or relay porterage 
system. 

(i) The first great division that can be made on the basis 

or religious and non-religious functions is traced back to the 

Subba and Gapu. Some clans are known as belonging to the group 
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of Subba while others are affiliated with Gapu. A commensal group 

is formed headed by Subba who are tabooed to takH the food pre

pared by a woman other than Bhutia, Doya and LepGha. On the 

contrary the non-commensal group formed around the Gapu has no 

taboo in taking such food prepared by others (Ta~le- 3.10). 

l. 

2. 
':/ 

---· 
4. 
,-::>. 

6. 

TABLE - 3.10 

COM11liENSAL AND NON-COMNiENSAL GROUPS M'10N::i TOTOS 

Commensal group 
(Subba 's clans) 

Budubei 

Baudh!J~i .. 
Bongobei 
Diringchangobei 
!'-J\.1 bebei 
Nurenchangobei 

l. 

2. 
':/ ....,. 
4. 

5. 

7. 

Non-Commensal group 
(Gapu's clans) 

Dankobe:i. 
Dantrobei 
Mankobel 

Mantrobei 
Manchingbei 

Pis6changobei 
---···-------·---·-------

According to the tradition of the Totes the Pow (superior 

priest), Yang-tong (second class priest) and other persons rela- · 

ted to religious functions and worships are selected from ~he 

commensal group. Some of the clans of the commensal group are 
·•· 

entrusted to render voluntary service during the funeral rites 

and to take care of the two holy drums kept in the Demsha. As 

such the commensal ~roup of clans or the clans headed by the 

Sutba (in the ·sense of the Spiritual head) is considered as 

superior to th~ clans headed by the Gapu or the non-commensal 

group of ol~ns. In case of violation of the tabcc the comrnensal 
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clan-group members have to propitiate Itspa by offering a red 

cock and some Iew. 

In respect of the commensality with the Bhutias it may 

be remembered that the Totes were ruled over by the former for a 

long time .• The Bhutanese Lamas came down to Totcpara sometimes 

to supervise over the activities of the Totes and give.them reli

gious lessons. Transactions with Bhutan was a d(~ciding factor for 

the prosperity of the economy of the village. As a result no 

taboo was imposed on the food prepared by the Bhutia woman who 

obviously were supposed to belong to a superior com~unity. 

Like the Totes, the Doyas were also the slaves of the 

Bhutias for whom they had to render free labour. As such the 

Doyas were treated as a fraternal community enjoying an. equal 

status, and there was no restriction on commensality with the 

Doyas. The Doyas also have a free access in the ritual and festi

vals of the Toto community. Besides there exis t:5 a ritual ·Telation 

between the two neighbouring communities across the political 

border. The Doyas used to sacrifice a pig on the burial site of 

a deceased person as an oblation with the belie-f that the animal 

would lead the deceased to the other world. At that time a brave 

man of the Toto co~unity is informed by the Doyas to carry away 

the carcass of the pig· from the burial ground for consumption. 

It may be mentioned in this connection that the Totes are carion 

eaters. On the other hand some of the Toto priests are invited 
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by the Doyas to conduct special penance by makin~1 offering to 

appease :the evil spirits. So it is found that th~!re is a close 

r8lc.tion between the two communities and no taboo is therefore 

imposed on taking food prepared by each other. 

Similarly it is possible that no taboo was placed on 

partaking food prepared by a Lepcha woman because the Lepchas 

were considered superior to them by the Totos because of the rich 

culture of ·the former. 

In course of his investigatibn in the tribal villages 

situated along the old·Hui-hwa routes in Duars the author was 

informed by Rabha and Mech informants that there was no restric

tion in Toto's taking food prepared by their women. They said 

that the Totos used to take shelter in their houses during their 

trade tours and they were very much accommodative. This must be 

a reference to the non-commensal group of Totos under the charge 

of the Gapu who made visits to the plains. At present however the 

situation has completely changed. Whatever may be the situation 

at the theoretical level, in practice even the Pews take food 

prepared by the ~hop keepers including a Bengalee woman at Toto

para its~lf. It may therefore be concluded that the division 

within the Toto soc~ety on the basis of commensali ty is more a 

product of socio-economic circumstances having nothing to do with 

a rigid differentiation of status among them. 
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( i i) Some of the clans of the Totes a.re tabooed to eat 

or even touch a monkey or a squirrel from which others are 

exempted. From. Table - 3.11 it will be found that. all the six 

priestly clans and two other clans are tabooed tc. eat or touch 

the monkey and squirrels. The two non-priestly cJans included in 

this category are Linkaijibei and Pisochangobei clans. The rest 

of the clans including that of the Gapu are not required to 

observe any taboo and therefore they are at liberty to touch and 

eat the monkey and the squirrel. 

TABLE - 3.11 

MJIETIES ON THE BASIS OF TABOC ON MONKEY AND SQUIRREL 

-
~lans tabooed to eat or touch monkey 

or squirrel 
I 
I I 

(Priest's clans) (Non-Priest's Clans) 

1 2 

1. Diringchangobei 7. Linkaij i bei 

2. Nubebei 8. Pisochangobei 

3. Nurenchango bei 
4. Bangobei 
5. Budubei 
6. Oaudhbei 

Clans not ~abooed to eat 
or touch monkey or squirrel 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

(Non-priest's Clans) 

3 

Dankobei 
Dantrobei 
Mantrobei 
Mankobei 
Manchingbei 

It will be of some interest to observe that among the 

non-tabooed clans the totemic symbol of the Manchingbei is presen-

ted by Monkey. But at present non of the Toto clans considers the • 
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squirrel as a totemic symbol. Since there is no restriction 

against killing or touching the totem~c symbol among_ the Totes 

· the Manchingbei clan belonging to the non-tabbed group . is allowed 

to eat or touch the Monkey though Monkey happens to be its totem. 

The squirrels are rarely found in Totopara and not consumed by 

the Totos. ~ven though the monkey is a natural animal in Totopara 

no one among the Totos reported eating the monkE!}'• What relevance 

such a classification has therefore needs to be further investi-

gated. 

(iii) It has already been mentioned that the Totos had 

·to render free porterage service to the Bhutanese officials, 

which is_called Hui-hwa by them. For the efficient functioning of 

the Hui-hwa the whole community was divided into two separate 

groups. The first group was entrusted to render relay porterage 

service, for carrying the commodities from the plains areas of 

Duars and the second group was entrusted to carry the same commo

dities to a certaifl distance on way to Thimphu and·Paro inside 

Bhutan on relay porter.age system. The clan group which was 

engaged for carr,ying the commodities in the Duars area was headed 

by the Gapu and the group was called Wantengbei (Lower group). 

On the other hand, the clan group which was engaged for carrying 

the loads inside Bhutan was called· Orangbei (Upper group). It is 

revealed from Table - 3.12 that there is no similarity between 

the Orangbei-Wantengbei classification of the Totos with either 

the-division on the basis of commensality or taboos in matters 
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TABLE - 3.12 

MOIETIES ACCORDING TO HUI-HWA TROOPS 

Orangbei 
headed by Subba & conducted by 

nGang-pui of Gapu 
I 
I 

Commensal 
Group 

1. Budubei 

2. Baudhbei 
3. Bongobei 

Non-commensal 
Group 

5. Man chi ng bei 

6. Mantrobei 
7. Pisochango

bei 
4. Diringchango- 8. Dantrobei 

bei 

Want eng bei 
headed by Gapu & conducted by 

nGang-pui of Subba 
I 
t 

Commensal 
Group 

1. Nubebei 

2. Nurenchan
gobei 

Non-commensal 
Group 

3. Dankobei 
4. Li nkaij i bei 
5. Mankobei 

. .,. 

of food. If we take the first list of clan division as the hierar-

chical paradigm then it will be found that four of the clans 

belonging to the secular clan group have been included in the 
' 

Orangbei (Upper group). On the contrary two of the commensal clan"s 

( Nurenchangobei .and Nubebei) have been included in the Wantengbei 

(Lower group). As such it may be concluded that the group divi-, 

sion in connection with the Hui-hwa was not formed on the basis 

of clan h:erarchy but was arrived at as a matter of practical 

policy da ighed to regulate the trade transactions more smoothly 

and effie .ently. The clans familiar with the culture and hazards 

of both ,;.1ills and the plains were mixed up in such a way as to 

serve ·:.h·~ best interests of their Bhutanese masters. It may fur• 

ther bl ol~erved that the carrying activities of the Upper group 

was condu:::ted by the nGang-pui (Principal assistant and mes,senger} 
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of the Gapu while those of the Lower group was conducted by the 

nGang-pui of the Subba. Thus, here again there was a role rever-

sal possibly to help maintain a strict vigil on the activities 

of either group affiliated under normal circumstances in a 

different way. This also helped maintain a balancn of f.orces 

between the Subba and Gapu in a strategic border point in favour 

of the Bhutanese rulers. 

The moieties formed in connection with Hui-hwa opera

tion in the past have lost all relevance under a changed situa

tion. But they have left an imprint in the ritual worship of the 

Totes.· Before beginning their trade journey Maiyu worship was made. 

in two separate spots near the Demsha. In this occasion they used 

to sacrifice a cow from each of the moieties separately. The two 

moieties again were symbolised by the two sacred drums. The big 

one represented the bigger clan group i.e., Oran~bei group··, and 

the small one r~presented the small group i.e., Wantengbei group. 

The trade tours between the high hills of Bhutan and the plains 

of Duars have ceased to exists long time ago but the ceremonies 

held in connecti:.Pn with them continues as a cultural relic testi

fying the ingenuity of the human mind. 

'• 

3.6 THE LINEAGE AND ITS ROLE 

Next· to the clan lineage is the most important compo

nent of the Toto social structure. 'A lineage consists of all 
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descendents in one line of a particular. person through a deter

minate number of generations. A patrilineal or aqnatic lineage 

consists of all the descendents through males of a single male 

ancestor; a matrilineage consists of all the descendants through 

females of a. single ancestress' (Notes and Queries_ : 88-89). In 

the patrilineal Toto society, lineage plays an important role in 

the social, religious and the economic activities of the Totos. 

For the convenience of discussion the role of lineage among the 

Totos may be discussed under the following items : 

A. Control over the lineage properties; 

B. Control over the connubial functions; 
c. Control over religious and ritualistic activities; 

According to the Toto social customary laws the right 

on the properties of one who dies without a femi.lial successor 

passes over to the.other members of the lineage. 1ne lineage 

members also enjoy the property right of : 

( i) Bamboo groves planted by the lineage ancestors; 

(ii) Areca-nuts and other trees planted by the ancestors; 

(iii) •· Land areas traditionally utilised for· the purpose of 
uses by the lineage only. 

Such privileges are however reserved only for those 

members of the lineage who have acquired the right of worship of 

Chirna-dora (Lineage deity) after marriage. The Mouria (orphan) 
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and minor unmarried persons who have not yet ·acqulred the right 

of membership of the Latchi-Jangoa may however bE! entitled to a 

legitimate share if some elderly lineage member offers worship in 

his behalf. Any member of the lineage can utilisE! the bamboo or 

the other lineage properties for his personal purpose by offering 

at least one pitcher of ~ to all the clan membf~rs. If anybody 

stays outside Totopara for a long time he is excommunicated by 

the Latchi-Jangoa. In such case he is denied all right over the 

lineage properties even includirig the right over the trees planted 

by the offender himself. An excommunicated person is not permitted 

to use anything belonging to the lineage like bamboo, areca-nuts 

and other trees. If necessary he may purchase th0 things from his 

own lineage members like what the non-Totos do. 

It is important to note that after the introduction of 

individual land holding system the land-man ratio among the Totos 

have become considerably unstable and uneconomic~ At present 

there is no excess land in Totopara which may be occupied by the 

Totos as what they used to do in the past. As su:h the role of 

lineage properties has become more important than ever before. 

The lineage has a very important role as regards connu-

bial relations among the Totos. In fact the marriage regulation 

is more closely related to the lineage rather than the clan. 

Members of the same lineage are descendents from a common ances-

tor and as such no member is permitted to marry within the s arne 
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lineage or to have any sexual relation within th'~ same lineage. 

In the Toto social customs sometimes a Shak-pa (:-:-i tualistic 

friendship) is made between lineages belonging to different clans. 

The marriage between any two Shakpa lineage members is not permi

tted. Marriages within the Mang-pu that is descendents upto three 

generations on the side of the mother are also strictly prohibited 

according to the age-old social customs. This may be taken to be 

a faint trace of matriliny among the people in the remote past. 

The lineage has an, active role in respect of the control 

over the religious and ritualistic activities of the_tribe. Every 

lineage has got a lineage d~ity of its own and t~e head of the 

family (male) must worship the deity till his son~. replace him 

after their marriage. The deity is called Chimadora. Sesides the 

Chaisung (the presiding clan deity) each of the lineage of the 

Totos has a separate Chimadora or ancestral deity named after one 

of the most powerful ancestors in the male line. In case of 

multiple lineage within a clan the Chaisung of the most dominant 

lineage would be treated as the Chaisung of the whole clan. In 
fact one Chaisung may be dropped and a new one acquired in its 

·' 
place after a shifting of residence within the territory of some 

other clan but the Chimadora would remain unchanged. Further 

among the Totos per~onal belongings of a person are burried along 

with the deadbody after his death. It is obligatory for the 

~ineage members to attend the funeral and contribute his mite 

towards meeting the requirements of the funeral. 
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In short the fraternal feeling within the lineage is much 

stronger than within a clan. In case of a problem of a particular 

family his lineage members are expected to rush in for help. The 

lineage members are also expected to share the joy and the sorrow 

together and co-operate with one another in the execution of 

difficult and laborious tasks. The reciprocal exchange of free-

la hour (Lingcha-Suwa and Nengbei-Suwa) is much more prevalent at 

the lineage level rather than at the clan or tribe level. 

3. 7 THE FAMILY 

The family is the nucleus of the social institution in 

the social structure and is defined as a primary qroup formed 

through sex relation and sufficiently precise and enduring to 

provide for the procreation and rearing of children. It is also 

an economic unit for production, consumption and distribution 

purposes where the members enjoy common facili t1.es like common 

residence and foodstaffs. The Totos are endogamous at the tribe 

level and generally exogamous at the clan level 'JI.'ith certain 

variations. As has been noticed marriages may be permitted between 

the member.s of different lineage in case of multi-line age clans. 

Also marriages between ceremonially made friendly clans or 

l~neages, that is the Shak-pa members, is prohibited. Again 

marriage with one's mother's sister's descendent~ up to three 

generations is prohibited. Roy Burman had mentioned that the clans 

were divided into several intra-suitor groups for purposes of 
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marriage. Ea~h cluster of s~ch inter-exchangeable group has been 

named as Papumbei. In course of their study in 1964 Ghakraborti 

and Chottopadhyay did not find any perferential relationships and 

said that they must have become defunct even if they had existed 

in the past. The present author also did not find any trace of 

such moieties during his investigation at Totopara. 

The practice of endogamy has helped the Totos to maintain 

their separate identity. While isolating the community from others 

it has strengthened internal solidarity of the p~ople. The family 

and lineage properties along with land have also been spated from 

being usurped by outside communities to a great extent because of 

the close-knit character of the tribe as derived from endogamy. 

Divorce and remarriage of both widows and widowers are 

fairly common and permitted. On an average about 30 per cent of 

the couples have divorced at least once in theiJ~ married life. 

Drunkenness and lack of initiative in gainful ~~rk on the part of 

the male are often resented by the females leading to either 

divorce or desertion. Needless to say that the womenfolk enjoy 

considerable liberty in taking their own decision in such matters. 

Polyandry i~ not permitted among the Totos, but polygyny 

is prevalent among 'them. But even polygyny is on the decline as 

can be made out from Table - 3.13. 
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TABLE - 3.13 

POLYGYNY AMONG THE TOTOS 

Family type Chakraborti and Chottopadhyay Survey by the author 
(1964) (1991) 

No. of No. of No. of No. of 
Polygyny Families Polygyny Families .. 

Conjugal Unit 1 7 13 

Elementary Unit 4 44 6 1?1 

Extended Unit 4 39 1 36 

TOTAL 9 90 7 170 

Among the Totes marriage is the final stage of formation " 

of a {amil~, though the betrothed couples are allowed to live 

together for years as husband and wife before the final salem-

nisation of marriage ceremony. According to the custom ~he marriage 

is finally solemnised at the fifth, seventh, or ninth month of 

pregnancy of the bride. Pregnancy is the main pre-condition of 

the Toto wedloc:;k, without which it cannot be solemnlsed (though 

some childless couple are at present living in Totopara as husband 

and wife). A Toto girl has the liberty to change her betrothed 

match for any nuiliber of times if she does not conceive by him 

within a certain period. In case of a particular Toto girl, there 

is a record of changing her match for as much as eleventh time 

till she finally conceived. 

There are some obligations between the fmnily of the 

t~idegroom and the bride after Shamebeheo or betrothal function 
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takes place. Both the families become intimate to each other as 

they become 'would-be relatives'. During this interim period both 

the families would exchange food and drinks at the time of their 

ceremonial festivals. The family of the bride-groom would present 

new cloths and garments to the bride at the time of Om-chu festi-

val as a token of their relationship. According to the Toto custom 

the girl would live with her parent's family till she become 

adult. But in case of Debobeheo (big marriage) she may be taken 

to th~ bride-groom's house on payment of bride-price on any suita~ 

ble day. One notable feature of Toto marriage is that in many 

cases the bride is found considerably older than the bride-groom. 

In some cases it was found that the age of the bride-g~oom is 

only 11 or 12 years while the age of the bride i3 17 or 18 years. 

There is no major function on bringing the bride to the 

house of the bride-groom except providing some Iew and food. On 

the day of bringing the bride, the father of the ~Jroom along with 

some of his clansmen goes to the house of the bride with a pitcher 

of Iew and one fowl. Some elderly people of the locality of the 

bride would assemble there. All the persons assembled there would 
., 

drink Iew. Then the father of the gr.oom would return to his house 

accompanied by the bride. Some other persons from the bride's 

~amily may also ace<>mpany her. All the clansmen of the grdorn are 

also invited. Iew will be served to everyone so assembled after 

which the people would return to their places and the function 

concluded. 
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On the third day the boy would worship thP Chimadora by 

offering a cock. This is done for seeking the permission of the 

family deity to accept the new commer as the memlH~r of the family. 

Without invoking Ghimadora the. bride would not b!: entitled to 

·enter the Jiri (hearth), and prepare food for the family members. 

After the Huikewa (family worship) or worship'of Chimadora is 

over, the couple is allowed to sleep together in the newly built 

Tang-tsa (an auxiliary room attached to the parE·nt.al house for 

the stay of the newly wed couple). In some cases the old parents 

leave the original dwelling house for another or begin living in 

the Niangko-tsa or farm house. From then on the right of worshi

pping the Chai~ung and :himadora develves to the newly married 

son from the father. But in case a minor has been married the 

father continues to discharge his duties till thE! :son attains 

adulthood. 

As has been mentioned the Debo-beheo (big marriage) may 

be solemnised at the fifth, seventh or ninth month of pregnancy 

of the bride. The scale of the ceremony will depend upon the 

economic position of the party based on which the number of cows 
·" to be killed and pitchers of Iew to be served would be decided. 

Besides the clan members the Subba and the Gap~ are .. 
invited to participate. On the day of the marriage ceremony the 

couple would be given a new name. In each occasion of marriage 

even a divorced woman would be given a new name. This has been 



for a long time an important part of the Toto marria·;Je ceremony. 

But at present this ceremonial naming is loosing its importance 

particularly in the case of educated persons. In Gase of an edu-

cated person his/her name is registered in admis~.ion book of the 

school and he/she is identified to everyone by that particular 

name. On the other hand, for the implementation of various deve-

lopmental schemes, the name of a person once registered in the 

Government record is taken as final for his futurl~ identity. As 

such, the use of the ceremonial n arne is confined \1\/i. thin the f amt 1 y 

circle only. 

Sometime after the marriage, a Toto coupll'? general! y 

starts a ~eparate household, either adjacent to ·~:e parental home-

stead or in a separate plot of land, Another imp·:lrtant .feature is 

the transfer of Ghimadora or family deity from t1~ father to son. 

This is an important pre-condition for getting t~e membershio of 

the Latchi-Jangoa (General council of the communi.ty). Sometimes 

in an extended family the father leaves the Nako-tsa or dwelling 

house for the Ni~ngko-tsa or the jhoom hous~ after the marriage 

of the eldest son and transfer of Chimadora as mentioned earlier . 
. ~' 

At present, due to want of necessary land and house buil

ding material the system of Nianqko-tsa is beinq qradually aboli

shed. On the other hand the traditional housing pattern of the 

lotos is going through an abrupt change particularly afteL the 

introduction of the Government housing schemes. These factors 
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have affected the traditional family style and intra-family rela-
. --. .. .. .. . ' ' .. 

tions of the Totos con~iderably. 

However, this type of conjugal family is even now regar-

ded as an ideal type howsoever difficult it may be to practice 

them in real life. Such families are immediately recogniseo by 

the Latchi-Jangoa who as a collective body regards the violation· 

of traditional marriage customs as punishable offence. A good 

number of Toto women and some of the male Totos have been expelled 

from Totopara in the past for violating these no:rms. But in recent 

years the social organisation of the Totos has h?come weakened 

and no effective injunction could be passed by the traditional 

authorities against the deviants marrying the non~Totos. 

As far as the rights of a Toto family are concerned it 

may be mentioned that each family has a right to construct its 

house on a plot of home-stead after clearing the area within th~ 

demarcated territory of the clan. In the past the same procedure 

was followed with respect to the jhoom plots. Cf course while 

felling the trees in the jhoom area no one was allowed to cause 

any damage to a~~ particular tree pl~nted artd OY~ed by some one 

else. The·jhoom plots were available for possession and use but 

not for sale or su bJ_etti ng. Every family has al~.o the· right of 

collection of forest produce for food, fodder or house building 

material. The collection of common crops like Pipul and selling 

them to the traders is common enough sight at Totopara. the 
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families had also the right of earmarking any suitable tree in 

the forest for cultivation of lac worm and also to tend the bovine 

animals in the jungle. Apart from that they enjoyed the right to 

participate in the village politics and community functions. 

The duties of a family consist of payment of the annual 

capitation tax at the rate of ~. 2/- per family to the Mondal ~r 

Gapu, and also the payment of the ·::howkidary tax assessed by the 

Gram Panchayat. Further they have to render a free service for 

five days in a year to the forest department for clearance of 

forest roads and the boundary line between Bhutan and India on 

the northern and of Totopara. Apart from this they have to render 

one day's free-labour annually to the Kazi and tl-~~:: Gapu of the 

village as per their traditional rules. The families are also 

enjoined to pay the subscriptions fixed by the l.:ttchi-Jangoa and 

participate in tl·te village festivals. As mentionE~:::l earlier reci-

procal exchange of labour (Nengbei-suwa and Lin9cha-suwa) among 

the different families is a characteristic feat~r·e of Toto social 

organisation. Any one refusin, to provide such hE"d.p would be 

punished by the village administration during the annual festival 

in the presence of the Kazi. 

The propert,?..es possessed by a family can be classified 

as follows : 

(i) Home-stead and the area under cultivation by the family; 
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(ii) Niarigko-tsa (jhoom house), Nako-tsa (dwelling house), and 
Tang-tsa (auxiliary house); 

(iii) Eamboo groves planted and inherited by the family; 

(iv) Areca-nut trees and orange groves planted or inherited 
by the family; 

(v) Particular trees or groves used and utilised by the family 

for a long time even if they are situated on the cultiva

ted land or near the home-stead of some other family; 

(vi) Bovine animals and birds reared by the famil~; and 

(vii) Bullock-carts, utensils etc. 

The properties possessed by the family cannot be disposed 

of or given to anybody without the consent of the family members.-

As such all the members of a Toto family enjoy ar ·2 qual right 

over them. The traditional pattern of inheritancE· of family pro

perties is equigeni ture on the male line successc,rs. The father 

is succeeded by th~ married son/sons after the later acquire the 

rights of worship cif Chimadora. A minor son ~Jso gets his legiti

mate shar~ _after he becomes a fullfledged family member after the 

solemnisation of ·"his marriage. Even though the ri~;ht of the father 

as a family head comes to an end after the transfer of right of 

worship of Chimadora. to the sons, he is held in ''' respectable 

position by all the family members. Equigeniture is not observed 

only in such cases where a person has been ex-communicated or 

expelled by the village. 
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3.8 INTER-PEHSONAL HELATIONSHIP ··---·--- --
A study of the behaviour and approach in inter-pe~sonal 

rElc.tionship among the family members will enable: us to get a 

comprehensive idea about the cultural tradition and norms of the 

Toto community. The members of a family are structurally related 

to each other because of the inter-dependence·in their functions• 

The behavioural pattern of the iridividual members is-presented 

below for the different roles in which they are placed in a kin

ship network. 

The husband is the head of the family in the patrilineal " 

set-up of the Toto society. He is liable to feed r-1is wife, provide 

all other amenities to her and also to maintain ~ regular sex 

relationship to meet the biological needs and that of procrea

tion. Except the husband no one else is allowed to enter into the 

Chima (the place for the family deity). He has nJ liberty to 

assault on his wife and cause any bloodshed. He oerforms the 

worship and penanc~ for the betterment of the family whenever an 

occasion for doing so arises. 

A Toto wife maintains the house-hold and prepars food for 

all the family members. She also assists her husband at the tirr:e 

" of harvesting. She is also used to collecting firewood, vegetables, 

fruits, tubers and fodder from the forest. Needless to say that 

she looks after the children as well. A Toto wifE? :i.s used to 

enjoy more freedom than her counterparts elsewhBTE?. She can desert 
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her husband if she dislikes him and has the liberty to live with. 

any other man of her choice. In such cases her lover is liable 

to pay a certain sum to her former husband as and when ~ecided 

by the village administration. But adultery of any kind during 

her marital life is strictly prohibited. Accord:ing to the tradi

tional Toto social custom, the wife has to obsezve uncleanness 

for one year after the death of her husband. During t~is period 

she is forbidden to remarry and take food pr:_epared by any one 

other than·the family members. However nowadays the period of 

uncleanness has been reduced to 12 days only after a decision was 

taken to this effect by the Latchi-Jangoa. 

The relation between the mother and the children is to 

some extent different from that of the relation between the fatheT 

and. children. In contrast to the father who evokes respect and 

. authority in the household, the mother reacts with her children 

always with sympathy and affection. As such in <:<tse of divorce 

the children generally live with their mother ir: the house of her 

second husband till they come of age. The mothe~ takes special 

care of her daughter and trains her up in domestic works and 

ritualistic practices. 

The brother and the sisters maintain a relation of love 
" 

and affection tinged with a bit of reverence and reserved attitude. 

In the abse~ce of father the elder sons are liable to arrange the 

marriage of their sisters. After the marriage o·f the sister the 

trother maintains a close relation with the sister's family. He 
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along with his wife helps the family of the s_istc~r at the time 

of different social and religious functions and at'the time of 

construction of their dwelling houses. A sister also in turn main-

tains a close relation with her brothers. It is c:ustomary to send 

occasional food and drinks not only to her uterine brothers but 

also to the clan brothers. During the marriage of a sister her 

brother remains present as a special invitee. Lilw the brothers, 

the sister and her husband are also supposed to :c(:nder their 

labour on a reciprocal basis to the family of the brother during 

construction of his house and other socio-religious functions. 

The sisters· are not given any share of her paternal properties 

but in case of divorce by the husband she is allowed to stay 

within th~ family of her brother till she marries again. 

At present some sort of variations are being observed 

among the literate and illiterate members of thE! fc:trnily in regard 

to the inter-personal relation, affecting the tradition and inte

grity of the family. The conflict between the tradition-bo~nd 

illiterate members and literate and economically independent 

members is gradually increasing. 

But, despite the changes that are slowly creepi.ng in as 

an inevitable accomeaniment of exposure to the world outside the 

Toto society is still governed by the broad principles of mutual 

reciprocity, The private and the corporate roles of an individual 

merge into one at times of both happiness and distress. As has 
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teen shown in the following Sociogram, during the death of Dinesh 

Toto, the erstwhile Gapu, all the kith and kin turned up to play 

their respective roles. The solidarity as also thE! boundary of 

a social organisatiQn is presented in sharp relief at such 

crucial moments. 
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